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Notations 
 
 
 
S : Area of foundation.  

Sc : Total cross section of columns under the foundation.  

Ss : Area of initial soil under the foundation.  

cC  : Cohesion of columns material.  

sC  : Cohesion of initial soil.  

D : Diameter of column (s).  

e : Spacing between columns axis.  

Ea : Apparent modulus of reinforced soil.  

Ec : Young modulus of columns material.  

Es : Young modulus of initial soil.  

F : Safety factor.  

H : Thickness of reinforced soil layer.  

k : Horizontal permeability of initial soil.  

N : Number of columns.  

q : Applied vertical stress on the soil surface.  

ultq  
: Ultimate bearing capacity of reinforced soil.  

admq  : Allowable bearing capacity of reinforced soil.  

δ : Total settlement.  

β : Reduction factor of settlement.  

η  : Substitution factor (improvement area ratio).  

cϕ  : Friction angle of constitutive material of columns.  

sϕ  : Friction angle of initial soil.  

sγ  : Unit weight of initial soil.  

cγ  : Unit weight of constitutive material columns.  

νc : Poisson’s ratio of constitutive material of columns.  

νs : Poisson’s ratio of initial soil.  
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Notes: 
 

1. In this document, the software "Columns" refers to its version 1.0 
2. This document presents detailed steps to proceed for the design of foundations on 

reinforced soil by columns. The user by its self is potentially capable to handle all 

options provided by "Columns" software. Careful reading of this document is well 

recommended to handle the software in suitable manner.  
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Introduction 
 
The columnar reinforcement is the one of the improvement techniques of physical and 

mechanical characteristics of weak and often very compressible soils. As it is the case of 

classical foundations, the design of foundations on reinforced soil by columns is related, in 

one hand, to the verification of bearing capacity, and, on other hand, the verification of 

settlement. In this framework the elaboration of a software programme started since 2005 at 

the Pepiniere of Projects and Firms Manartech. The first version of this software named 

"Columns" is yet elaborated. This software’s version considers the configuration of 

reinforcement depicted in figure 1 which illustrates the reinforced soil subjected to uniform 

vertical loaded foundation. All types of columns installation (stone columns, compacted sand 

columns, deep mixing, etc.) can be treated by "Columns" software. Calculations of ultimate 

bearing capacity are carried out by lower bound direct approach of limit analysis (Bouassida 

et al, 1995). In contrast, settlement prediction is based on results derived from variational 

method in linear elasticity by which columns are modelled as 3D inclusions (Bouassida et al, 

2003). Further, based on a "poro-elastic" approach, "Columns" software enables the 

prediction of the evolution of consolidation settlement as a result of the loading history (i.e. 

staged construction) in the case of soft soil improved by drained column material.  

  

Figure 1. Model of reinforced soil treated by "Columns" software. 
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1. Overview on reinforcement by columns 
 
The reinforcement by columns is one of the methods to enhance soil characteristics. 

Generally, an initial weak soil has low mechanical characteristics (cohesion, friction angle, 

Young’s modulus, and cone resistance or pressuremeter modulus). Consequently, the initial 

soil cannot carry a shallow foundation, because of insufficient bearing capacity and (often) 

with excessive (unallowable) settlement. 

Columnar reinforced foundation currently applies for uniformly loaded foundation as: Storage 

halls, Industrial and commercial buildings, Silos and tanks and Hydraulic works. 

Reinforcement by columns provides a very competitive alternative compared to the piled 

foundation which is usually very expensive, and requires a longer time of installation. 

Reinforcement by columns is not only restricted to rigid rafts subjected to uniform loading, it 

can be practiced as subjected foundation isolated shallow footings. 

Advantages of reinforcement by columns are:   

- The increase of bearing capacity, which results from higher strength characteristics of 

column material.  

- Significant reduction of settlement which results from high Young modulus of column 

material.  

- The acceleration of consolidation: for drained constitutive column material (like stone or 

sand) has a high permeability, plays the role of vertical drains which contributes in 

accelerating the soft soil consolidation (Guetif and Bouassida, 2005).   

- The reduction of liquefaction risk in case of saturated loose sand in area having potential 

seismic risk. 

It is also worth mentioned that the installation of stone columns in soft clay leads to the 

improvement of its mechanical characteristics due to lateral expansion (Alamgir and Zaher, 

2001).  
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2. Design 

2.1. Design characteristics 

Essentially, the design of foundations built on columnar reinforced soils consists in estimating 

the optimized substitution factor (or the so called improvement area ratio), where the global 

stability of the foundation under the reinforced soil complies with bearing capacity and 

settlement verifications after Bouassida (2007).  

The substitution factor denoted η is the ratio of total columns cross section by the total area of 

foundation under which all columns are located (figure 2).  

The total area of contact between the foundation and the reinforced soil denoted S is divided 

as follows: S= Sc + Ss, with: 

- Sc = ηS        : the total cross section of columns. 

- Ss = (1-η)S  : the area of unreinforced soil.  

Thus, the substitution factor is: 

 cS / Sη =
 

(1) 

 

  

Figure 2. View plane of foundation resting on columnar reinforced soil. 

 
Note that in case of soil reinforcement outside the area of foundation, it is not considered in 

the design which is then conservative. 

2.2. Bearing capacity of columnar reinforced soil 

For bearing capacity verification, one introduces the global safety factor defined by: 
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 ult admF q / q=
 

(2) 

 

Where 

qult (qall) are respectively the ultimate bearing capacity (limit state of reinforced soil) and the 

allowable bearing capacity of the foundation to be designed. 

 

The design methods of ultimate bearing capacity are: 

• French recommendations NFP 11-212.  

• Broms’s method (1982). 

• Method of Terashi &Tanaka (1981). 

• Limit analysis approach (1995-2004). 

  

It is noticed that all methods quoted above do not take into account the improvement of 

ambient soil characteristics due to columns’s installation. 

2.3. Settlement prediction of columnar reinforced soil 

The majority of methods of settlement prediction consider the linear elastic behaviour both for 

initial soil (to reinforce) and the constitutive material of columns. Indeed, the settlement 

prediction δδ in linear elasticity is determined as a function of an apparent modulus of 

reinforced ground Ea, which is generally expressed as (Bouassida et al, 2003): 

 

 aE q H /= × δ  (3) 

 

Note that all reinforcing columns have the same length that equals H. 

Essentially, this modulus depends of a substitution factor and linear elastic characteristics of 

initial soil Es,  υs and columns material Ec, υc. 

The methods for predicting settlement of reinforced soil are: 

  

• Variational method (2003) 

• Balaam & Booker (1981). 

• Chow’s method (1996). 

• French recommendations NFP 11-212 
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In order to predict the evolution of settlement versus time, the poroelastic approach (Guetif 

and Bouassida, 2005) is programmed in ""columns"" software. The evolution of settlement of 

columnar reinforced soil is predicted as a function of a given history of loading. 
 

3. Software " Columns"  

3.1. Introduction 

In the international market, there are a limited number of softwares, which enable the design 

of foundations on columnar reinforced soil. After research on Internet, we could count four 

softwares: DC-vibro, Colany, Greta, and Stonec. Due to “Inherent limitations” (procedures, 

model of design) in these softwares, the idea to develop a more generalized new tool of design 

reveals very interesting. In this way, it has been decided the elaboration of "Columns" 

software. This tool considers the design of foundations on columnar reinforced soil by 

analyzing bearing capacity, settlement and acceleration of consolidation. 

The design can be carried out either for the bearing capacity (and or) for settlement and 

consolidation verifications. Also, this design is carried out by adopting a novel methodology 

(Bouassida, 2007) where the predictions of the bearing capacity and the settlement are 

connected. By this recent methodology, one proceeds to rational design that provides an 

optimized substitution factor (improvement area ratio) which well influences the cost of 

reinforcement. The optimized substitution factor is bounded as follows: 

 

 min maxη η η≤ ≤  (4) 

 

ηmin is the minimum required reinforcement complying with the bearing capacity. This value 

is estimated by the limit analysis approach (lower bound). ηmax is the maximum reinforcement 

which complies with the allowable settlement. 

This "Columns" software is made under the Windows environment. 

While clicking on the icon denoted "Columns 1.01", the window illustrated in figure 3 is 

displayed. Choose the option "English" then click "OK". 
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Figure 3- First interface of software. 

 

3.2. Input Data 

By clicking on "File" menu; choose and click "New" or click on the icon , or type "Ctrl+N" 

if a novel project is to be designed. Then the main window is displayed as in figure 4. 
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Figure 4- Principal window of software "Columns 1.01". 

 

For each project, it is necessary to switch the following steps: 

 

1. To present the project framework (location, reinforcement type): one clicks on the under 

menu "General description..." of the menu "Data" or on the icon . A window entitled 

New study is displayed (figure 5).  
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Figure 5- Presentation of the project to study. 

 

Caution: the letter C which appears in the bar located in front of "Project reference", should 

not be removed!! 

 

2. To choice the units: one clicks on the under menu "Units" of the menu "Data" or on the. A 

window entitled Units is displayed (figure 6).  

 

Figure 6- Units of the project to study. 
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3. To introduce the applied load subjected to the foundation: one clicks on the under menu 

"Load" of the menu "Data" or on the icon (figure 4). A window denoted Applied load 

is displayed (figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7- Options of the applied loads. 

 

As an example, if the "Applied stress" option is chosen. A window entitled Applied stress is 

displayed (figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8- Applied stress.  

 

Similarly, when choosing either the "Resultant load" or the "Unit weight (Embankment)" 

option, then the Resultant force (figure 9) Unit weigh of embankment (figure 10) is 

displayed. 
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 Figure 9- Resultant force.              
 

 

Figure 10- Unit weight of embankment.                    
 

4. To introduce the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the initial soil: click on the 

under menu "Soil" of the under menu "Characteristics..." of the menu "Data" or on the 

icon  (figure 4). A window entitled Characteristics of initial soil is displayed 

(figure11).  
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Figure 11- Characteristics of initial soil. 

 

Remarks : Depending on the case study to be analyzed by the user 

• If we choose to adopt the novel methodology of design by Bouassida (2007) (to start by 

the prediction of the minimum substitution factor, which complies with allowable bearing 

capacity), it is enough to introduce by order the thickness, the cohesion; the unit weight 

and the friction angle for first layer of the initial soil. 

• If we choose to estimate the settlement, the required characteristics are: thickness, Young 

modulus and the Poisson ratio of each layer of the initial soil.    

• If we choose to envisage the evolution of settlement versus time (primary consolidation), 

it is enough to add, with the necessary data for the settlement prediction, the vertical or 

horizontal coefficient of permeability. 

• In the case of multi-layer soil, it is enough to click on "Add", in order to introduce the 

characteristics of the following sub layers. If we choose to delete a layer, it is enough to 

click on "Remove". 

• In the case of multi-layer soil, the prediction of bearing capacity is verified for the first 

layer. Meanwhile, the settlement prediction is done for all sub layers of initial soil.  

• If the user does not have some reference he needs to introduce for each sublayer of initial 

soil, number, thickness, cohesion, Young modulus, Poisson’s ratio, total unit weight, 

friction’s angle and coefficient of permeability. 
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5. To give the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of columnar constitutive material: 

one click on the under menu "Columns" of the under menu "Characteristics..." of the 

menu "Data" or the icon . A window entitled Characteristics of column material is 

displayed (figure 12).  

 

 

Figure 12- Characteristics of columns material. 
 

Remarks : 

• If the novel methodology of design is adopted, the input data for the constitutive columnar 

material are: total length of columns, the cohesion, the unit weight and the friction angle 

of the columnar constitutive material. 

• If we choose to estimate the settlement, it is enough to introduce the total length of 

columns, the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio of columnar constitutive material.   

 

6. The geometry of foundation is specified by clicking on the under menu "Foundation" of 

the under "Geometry..." of the main menu "Data" or simply click on the icon . A 

window denoted The type of foundation is posted (figure 13). 
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Figure 13- Choice of foundation to design. 

 

If the foundation is a circular rigid raft, a window denoted Dimensions of circular raft is 

displayed (figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14- Circular raft dimension. 

 

If the foundation is a rectangular rigid raft, a window entitled Dimensions of rectangular is 

displayed (figure 15). 
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Figure 15- Dimensions of rectangular raft.         
 

If the foundation is an embankment, a window entitled Dimensions of embankment is 

displayed (figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16- Dimensions of embankment.       
 

If the foundation has an arbitrary shape, a window entitled Area of foundation is displayed 

(figure 17). 

  

 

Figure 17- Area of foundation. 
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Remarks: 

• The window of the foundation type (figure 13) is only accessible after introducing the 

loading data. 

• The data related to the geometry of foundation are not necessary to introduce at the time 

of the prediction of the minimum substitution factor or the bearing capacity verification. 

But, these data are necessary to precede for the computation the optimal substitution 

factor or to predict the settlement.  

 

3.3. Prediction of the minimum substitution factor 

Once the input data are saved, it can be proceeded the prediction of the minimum substitution 

factor for which the ultimate bearing capacity (calculated by limit analysis approach) will be 

verified with applied loading. 

Click on the sub menu "eta_min" of the menu "Design". A window entitled Minimal 

substitution factor, [%]  is displayed (figure 18). 

 

 

Figure 18- Minimal substitution factor (in percentage). 

 

It is noted that when the minimum substitution factor is equal to zero (0) (figure 19), the 

increase of bearing capacity is not necessary for the reinforcement project.  
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Figure 19- The minimum substitution factor null. 

 

When the minimum substitution factor is greater than 50 %, it is advised to choose another 

reinforcement technique, characterised with a material having more enhanced mechanical 

characteristics (figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 20- The minimum substitution factor is high (greater than 50%). 

 

3.4. Prediction of the optimal substitution factor 

In order to determine the optimal substitution factor, it is necessary to introduce the allowable 

settlement value. Click on the under menu "Allowable settlement" of the menu "Data" or the 

icon  (figure 4). A window entitled Allowable settlement is displayed (figure 21). 
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Figure 21- The allowable settlement value. 

 

Once the values of Young modulus and Poisson’s ratio of initial soil and constitutive material 

of column are introduced. Click on the under menu "eta_optimized" of the menu "Design". A 

window entitled Optimized substitution factor, [%]  is displayed (figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22- Optimum value of substitution factor. 

 
Note that the optimal substitution factor complies withy allowable values of bearing capacity 

and settlement. 

3.5. Prediction of bearing capacity 

Before starting the bearing capacity prediction, make sure that the substitution factor value is 

introduced as input data software ""Columns"" database (minimum value or optimized value or 

hand input). In the last case, one click on the under menu ""Substitution factor"" of the under 
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menu ""Geometry..."" of the menu ""Data"". A window entitled Substitution factor is displayed 

(figure 23).  

 

Figure 23. The substitution factor as input data. 

 

Predicted results of bearing capacity are displayed by clicking on the under menu ""After 

reinforcement"" of the under menu ""Bearing capacity""  of the menu ""Stability" (figure 4). A 

window  entitled Safety factor is displayed, where the user introduces the safety factor 

adopted for the studied project. Generally this factor is greater or equal to 2 in case of 

reinforcement by stone columns or sand columns (Recommendations NFP 11-212 

programmed in the software) (figure 24). In the Deep Mixing reinforcement, this factor is 

greater or equal to 1 (figure 25). 

 

Figure 24- Case of reinforcement by stone or sand columns. 

 

 

Figure 25- Reinforcement by deep mixing. 
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Once safety factor value is known, the verification of allowable bearing capacity by 

considering the minimum substitution factor value. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate two 

examples. 

With limit analysis approach (L.A.), when the reinforcement is executed by stone columns, 

one determines a lower bound of bearing capacity for two cases: 

- Gravity not taken into account (NG). 

- Gravity taken into account (G). 

 

 

Figure 26- Allowable bearing capacity predicted by several methods (stone columns). 

 

 

Figure 27- Allowable bearing capacity predicted by several methods (Deep Mixing). 

 

For the Deep Mixing technique, the Broms’s method (2000) is only applicable in case of 

rectangular foundation geometry. 

3.6. Settlement prediction 

""Columns""  software predicts the settlement before reinforcement in linear elasticity. By 

clicking on the under menu ""Before reinforcement"" of the under menu ""Settlement"" of the 
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menu ""Stability"". A window entitled Settlement before reinforcement is displayed (figure 

28). 

 

Figure 28- Options for settlement prediction before reinforcement. 

 

By clicking on the button  ""OK"", a window entitled Linear elasticity, [cm] is displayed (figure 

29).  

 

Figure 29- Settlement of unreinforced soil. 

 

In case of multi-layer soil, it is necessary to specify the geometry of foundation (figure 13). In 

this case, the settlement prediction that of all sub layers.  
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Before the prediction of reinforced soil settlement, make sure that the substitution factor value 

has been introduced as input data in the software ""Columns"" database (either minimum value 

or as optimized value, or as hand input). 

The settlement results are displayed after clicking on the under menu ""After reinforcement"" of 

the under menu ""Settlement"" of the menu ""Stability""  ((figure 4)).. Figures 30 and 31 illustrate 

two examples. 

  

 

Figure 30- Predicted settlement of reinforced soil by several methods (stone columns). 
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Figure 31- Predicted settlement by several methods (Deep Mixing). 

 
If the predicted settlement with one of the approaches is unallowable, by clicking on "OK", a 

message of error is displayed (figure 32).  

 

 

Figure 32- Settlement verification: message error. 

 

By choosing "Oui", the substitution factor window is displayed (figure 33), where it is 

necessary to introduce an increased value of the substitution factor. 
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Figure 33- Increased value of substitution factor. 

 

3.7. Prediction of consolidation time 

When it is asked to predict the required time for primary consolidation, it is necessary to 

introduce as preliminary data the permeability coefficient of initial soil and geometrical 

characteristics of columns (column diameter, or spacing between columns or columns number 

and columns pattern).  

By clicking on the under menu "Columns" of the under menu "Geometry..." of the menu 

"Data" or the icon  (figure 4). The Geometry of columns window is displayed (figure 34).  

 

 

Figure 34- Data related to geometry of columns. 

 

By clicking on the button "Pattern" of regular columns and arbitrary columns location under 

the foundation, a window entitled Mesh is displayed (figure 35) which offers three options. 
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Figure 35- Options of columns pattern. 

 

The prediction of consolidation of reinforced soil is illustrated by a curve which gives the 

evolution of settlement of reinforced soil by columns versus time (figure 36). This curve is 

displayed after clicking on the under menu ""Consolidation"" of the menu ""Stability""  ((figure 4)). 

 

 

Figure 36- Evolution time vs time with poroelastic approach. 
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Within the window displayed in figure 35, by clicking on the icon . A table entitled Table 

of values is displayed (figure 37), in which the values of consolidation settlement versus time 

are given.  

 

 

Figure 37- Consolidation settlement values versus time. 

 

3.8. Design 

Starting with a first design where the column diameter (or/and the spacing between columns 

or/and the number columns) is input value (figure 34), then click on the under menu "First 

design" of the menu "Design" (figure 4). A window entitled First design is displayed (figure 

38). 
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Figure 38- Design characteristics for several types of pattern. 

 

It is noted that if a pattern is chosen (figure 35) only the related results to this pattern will be 

displayed (figure 39). 

 

 

Figure 39- Design characteristics for squared columns pattern. 

 

If the user does not have any idea related to the geometry characteristics of columns, he can 

proceed to the overall design which considers a variable column diameter (or spacing between 

columns) in prefixed range. By clicking on the under menu "Overall design" of the menu 

"Design" (figure 4). A window entitled Study of the overall design – stone columns- is 

displayed (figure 40). 
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Figure 40- Choice of parameters within fixed interval. 

 

Once the choice is fixed (either column diameter or spacing between columns), by clicking on 

"OK" or on "Defect", a window entitled Overall design – Stone columns- is displayed 

(figure 41).   

 

 

Figure 41- Overall design for several columns patterns. 
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3.9. Parametric study 

A parametric study can be undertaken by "Columns" software by varying several design 

parameters. As example, one can choose the evolution of allowable bearing capacity versus 

substitution factor according to the limit analysis approach in term of lower bound (taking 

account or not of gravity). Hence, by clicking on the under menu « q(all)=f(eta) » of the menu 

"Options", a window entitled Evolution of the allowable bearing capacity versus 

improvement area ratio is displayed (figure 42). 

Within this window, click on the icon , a table entitled Table of values is displayed 

(figure43). 

 

 

Figure 42- Evolution of allowable bearing capacity, predicted by limit analysis, vs 

substitution factor. 
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Figure 43- Values of the allowable bearing capacity vs substitution factor (stone columns). 

 

It is noticed that for Broms (2000) and Terashi & Tanaka (1981) methods which are proposed 

only apply for soil reinforced by Deep Mixing, the values are null. 

For Deep Mixing technique, the evolution of ultimate bearing capacity factor qult/Cs versus 

cohesion report k = Cc/Cs can be displayed by clicking on the under menu 

"q(ult)/Cs=f(Cc/Cs)" of the menu "Options" (figure 4). A standard window entitled Evolution 

of the ultimate bearing capacity versus cohesion, k is displayed (figure 44). 
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Figure 44- Ultimate bearing capacity factor vs cohesion factor k (Deep Mixing 

reinforcement). 

 

Within window in figure 44, by clicking on the icon , a table entitled Table of values  is 

displayed (figure 45). 
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Figure 45- Values of ultimate bearing capacity factor vs cohesion factor k.  

 

Depending on the applied vertical stress, the predicted settlement depends on the considered 

method. By clicking on the under menu "s=f(q)" of the menu "Options" (figure 4), a window 

entitled Evolution of settlement versus loading is displayed (figure 46). 
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Figure 46- Evolution of linear elastic settlement, predicted by several methods, vs applied 

stress.   

  

By clicking on the icon  of window in figure 45, a table entitled Table of values settlement 

[cm] is displayed (figure 47). 
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Figure 47- Settlement predictions by several methods, vs applied load. 

  

The improvement factor is defined as ratio of apparent modulus of reinforced soil by the 

Young modulus of initial soil. This normalized modulus varies as a function of the 

substitution factor. By clicking on the under menu ""Ea/Es=f(eta)"" of the menu ""Options""  

((figure 4)), a window entitled Evolution of normalized modulus of reinforced soil versus 

substitution factor is displayed (figure 48). 

The apparent modulus of reinforced soil considered in columns is that determined by the 

variational approach developed by Bouassida et al (2003). 
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Figure 48- Apparent Modulus of reinforced soil vs substitution factor. 

 

It should be noted the variation of settlement is that of reinforced soil layers (s) by columns. 

Similarly by clicking on the icon  of window in figure 47, a table entitled Table of values is 

displayed (figure 49). 

According to equation (3), the ratio a

s

E

E
 equals the improvement factor, denoted β, defined 

by : 

                    
inf

inf

U nre orced soil

Re orced Soil

δ
β

δ
=  
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Figure 49- Improvement factor vs substitution factor. 
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3.10. Results 

The time calculations being done and a reinforcement solution characterized by an allowable 

settlement is designed, one can proceed to output data. Then, click on the under menu 

""Output"" of the menu ""File"" or the icon  (figure 4). A window entitled Output 1 is displayed 

(figure 50), in which all data of the studied project are summarized. 

  

  

Figure 50- Output data of studied project. 

  

By clicking on the under menu ""Redo""  of the menu ""Edit"", a window entitled Output 2 is 

displayed (figure 51) which summarizes the computation results of bearing capacity. 
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Figure 51- Bearing capacity results. 

  

By clicking on the under menu ""Redo"" of the menu ""Edit""  of  window Output 2 the window 

entitled Output 3 is displayed (figure 52). 
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Figure 52- Settlement results. 

 
By clicking on the under menu ""Redo"" of the menu ""Edit""  of  window Output 3 the window 

entitled Output 4 is displayed (figure 53). 
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Figure 53- Characteristics of final design. 

3.11. Drawing of reinforced soil: design views 

""Columns"" software offers to the user some plane views for the designed project using 

reinforced column technique. By clicking on the under menu ""Scale"" of the menu ""View"" or 

the icon  (figure 4), a window entitled Dimensions in 2D is displayed (figure 54).  

 

 

Figure 54- Choose the scale of views. 
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In order to visualize the cross vertical section of reinforced soil by columns, click on the 

under menu "Transverse cross section" of the under menu "View". A view of reinforced soil 

is then displayed on the screen (figure 55).  

  

  

Figure 55- Vertical cross section of reinforced soil by columns (dimensions in m). 

 
By clicking on the under menu ""View plane"" of the under menu ""View""  the view reinforced 

soil by columns is displayed on the screen (figure 56).  
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Figure 56- Plane view of reinforced soil by columns. 

  

By clicking on the under menu "Unit cell" of the under menu "View", a view is displayed in 

the screen (figure 57).  

  

Figure 57- Vertical section of unit cell model. 
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Conclusions 
 
 
In this report, "Columns 1.01" software for designing foundations on reinforced soil by 

columns has been presented. "Columns" treats the particular configuration of vertical applied 

load by a rigid or flexible foundation having arbitrary form, on a reinforced soil by a group of 

columns all located under the foundation and embedded or not within a rigid stratum. The 

assessment of "Columns" software was conducted through analysis of several reinforced soil 

models (scaled and full) case histories (Bouassida and Hazzar, 2009). 

In practical, in order to design a foundation on columnar reinforced soil, it advised to adopt 

the new methodology that introduces the minimum improvement area ratio based on bearing 

capacity verification the settlement verification is started by considering the required value of 

soil reinforcement. 

If this minimum substitution factor is null (bearing capacity is verified) or the prediction 

parameters of the bearing capacity is not available, it is advised to determine a substitution 

factor value according to a given value of column diameter or spacing between columns or 

number of columns.  

Finally, according to several case histories treated by "Columns" software at now, the most 

advised methods for design analysis of existing column projects are the limit analysis 

approach for the bearing capacity and the variational method for the settlement.      
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